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ABSTRACT
Over the recent years, there has been a growing interest in building blockchain-based decentralized applications (DApps). Developing DApps faces many challenges due to the cost and high-latency of writing to a blockchain smart contract. We propose **WedgeBlock**, a secure data logging infrastructure for DApps. **WedgeBlock**’s design reduces the performance and monetary cost of DApps with its main technical innovation called lazy-minimum trust (LMT). LMT combines the following features: (1) off-chain storage component. (2) it lazily writes digests of data—rather than all data—on-chain to minimize costs, and (3) it integrates a trust mechanism to ensure the detection and punishment of malicious acts by the Offchain Node. Our experiments show that **WedgeBlock** is up to 1470× faster and 310× cheaper than a baseline solution of writing directly on chain.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Blockchain-based1 decentralized applications (DApps) are applications that operate on blockchain smart contracts. A smart contract is a program that runs on blockchain where the program’s logic, requests, and data are recorded and processed on chain. The interest in DApps grew over the recent few years and DApps have amassed hundreds of thousands of users and hundreds of millions of dollars in assets [3]. DApps span many areas including decentralized finance, supply-chain, and gaming.

Developing DApps faces many daunting challenges. The first is in terms of the monetary cost to write to smart contracts. Every request that is sent to the DApp smart contract incurs a monetary fee—called gas—that needs to be paid using the corresponding chain’s cryptocurrency (this amount fluctuates but as of the writing of this paper, the average fee to process a transaction on Ethereum is around $2.23 [4]). For this reason, it is discouraged for DApps to write large amounts of data to smart contracts.

There has been a number of prior works that explored the problem of performing data logging for DApps [34, 41, 49, 51, 64]. Some of these efforts rely on writing logging data to blockchain smart contracts directly which leads to high monetary cost and performance latency overhead [49]. Alternatively, recent work explored the idea of utilizing an off-chain component to store the logging data while only storing digests of logs on-chain [34, 51].

1In this paper, we consider permissionless blockchain technologies such as Ethereum as they are the ones used predominately for DApps.

This approach avoids writing raw logs on-chain which reduces the monetary cost overhead. The log digests written on-chain are a fraction of the original cost of writing all data on-chain. At the same time, these digests allow clients to verify the authenticity of off-chain data by comparing it with the on-chain digest.

However, these prior approaches suffer from a high latency overhead that is due to the need to write the digests to the blockchain smart contract before the data can be used by other users. This is because before the digest is written to blockchain, users cannot verify the authenticity of the off-chain data—and a malicious node may lie to users by responding with different data logs. The latency overhead is significant as it can be in the order of a few minutes to hours [44]—part of this overhead is the time needed to wait for the request to be included in a blockchain block and the time to wait for the block to be propagated across the network. In addition to their performance latency drawback, prior blockchain-based logging approaches [34, 41, 51] target a single-producer/single-consumer model that limits their use in DApps that require the ability for many users to interact concurrently with the log.

We propose **WedgeBlock**, a data logging platform for DApps that aims to overcome the challenges of existing blockchain-based logging solutions. Most notably, **WedgeBlock** overcomes the high latency overhead by utilizing a concept that we call **Lazy-Minimum Trust** (LMT). In LMT, the off-chain node writes the digest of a log entry $E$ lazily (i.e., asynchronously in the background) on-chain. Before the digest $E$ is being written to the smart contract, **WedgeBlock** allows the off-chain node to respond to the user requests for $E$. This is possible by integrating a trust-proof and penalty mechanism. Specifically, the off-chain node when responding with $E$ (that is not yet written on-chain), provides a signed proof to the user that the off-chain node promises to write it on-chain. If the off-chain node lies and writes a different entry $E'$, then the user can use the received signed proof from the off-chain node to impose a punishment on the off-chain node, such as paying a penalty. By setting this punishment to be severe enough to outweigh the gain of lying, the off-chain node would not be incentivized to lie.

**WedgeBlock**’s technical contribution is on the realization of the concept of LMT for secure DApp logging using the following three design principles.

The first principle is to utilize **Offchain Nodes**—machines that are not part of the blockchain network—to perform computations and/or storage on behalf of the smart contract [1, 34, 34, 41, 51]. This enables overcoming the performance and monetary cost overheads of writing on-chain.

The second design principle is **minimum writing on-chain**. Although logs are written in the off-chain component, **WedgeBlock**
needs to retain the trust properties of the blockchain smart contract. For this reason, WedgeBlock writes a digest of each log entry to blockchain so that clients can verify the authenticity of a log entry by comparing it with the on-chain digest.

The third design principle is lazy trust. The goal of lazy trust is to enable a user to trust the response of an off-chain node even before the digest of its request is written to blockchain. To this end, the untrusted off-chain node signs its responses to clients so that clients can prove receiving such response. Then, if it turns out that the off-chain node lied in its response, the user can use the signed response from the off-chain node to invoke a penalty smart contract to punish the Offchain Node. The assumption we make in the paper is that if the penalty is high enough to outweigh the benefit of acting maliciously, then this mechanism will act as a deterrent against malicious acts.

It is worth noting that the first two principles have similar counterparts in prior work (as described above and as we overview in Sections 7.1 and 7.3). Although similar, the novelty of WedgeBlock stems from the combination of the three principles. Combining the three principles lead to unique design challenges and performance gains compared to applying the first two principles in isolation. In terms of design challenges, the off-chain design needs to include an initial setup phase for the punishment and escrow smart contracts as well as a complex payment strategy for the off-chain node’s services. These components are not necessary for many existing off-chain nodes. As we show in the design section, applying these additions involves complexities as they need to be performed carefully to avoid security risks. Also, the minimality aspect of on-chain interactions now needs to be extended so that digests are sufficient to prove maliciousness which makes the punishment and payment smart contracts more complex.

WedgeBlock can be integrated into DApps in various ways. In the typical case, we envision that it can be integrated as a library used in the DApp. We also extend the utilization and usage model of WedgeBlock to a service model: DApp-logging-as-a-service. In this model, a node can act as a service provider to DApps that wish to maintain a DApp log off-chain. To enable this model, we construct a Payment smart contract as an automatic payment system between the DApp application owner and the DApp logging service provider. This smart contract enables potential DApp service providers to easily set up a subscription based micropayment channel to the logging service provider to compensate the service provider for its services (i.e., maintaining the log and responding to requests.) We describe the design and implementation of DApp-logging-as-a-service in Section 4.5.

In the rest of the paper, we present background information in Section 2. Then, we present WedgeBlock’s design (Sections 3 and 4) followed by evaluation results (Section 5 and 6). We discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Merkle Tree

Merkle trees [39] allow us to prove the integrity of the data stored by a server. Specifically, they have a mechanism to enable a user to detect whether a data item has been modified (or reordered) since it was initially stored. An example of how the Merkle Tree stores data is shown in Figure 1. The Merkle tree stores data on the leaves. The non-leaf nodes of the merkle tree store the concatenated hash values of their child nodes. Each non-leaf node is also computed using a one-way hash function, thus preventing collision attacks. The order of the data in the Merkle Tree is captured by the concatenation process while forming the intermediate nodes all the way to the root hash at the top of the tree. Consider node $X_1$, shown in Figure 1. $H_1$ is formed by hashing $X_1$, and $H_2$ is formed by hashing $X_2$.

Merkle Trees provide the property that if any data in the leaf nodes are changed or reordered, this would result in a completely different root hash. This enables using Merkle Trees to ensure that data is served from an untrusted server is correct. This is done by returning a merkle proof as part of the server’s response. As shown in Figure 1, if a client queries for data $X_1$, the server responds with the data and nodes shaded in green in the figure. These nodes constitute the merkle proof. The client can use the nodes in the merkle proof to compute the merkle root and validate that the data was not modified in any way by comparing it with the original merkle root that was computed during the construction of the Merkle Tree.

2.2 Blockchain and Smart Contracts

Many public blockchains allow the creation of decentralized programs called Smart Contracts [13, 67]. A Smart Contract consists of state (e.g., allocated memory and variables) and functions that can be called to change the Smart Contract state. After being deployed, a Smart Contract is maintained in the blockchain network—i.e., the state and code of the Smart Contract is maintained as part of the ledger. Functions can be called by an external user or by a Smart Contract. Being part of the blockchain ledger, a Smart Contract inherits the tamper-free and immutable nature of blockchain, i.e., any changes made to the smart contract via function calls will be publicly recorded on chain. Typically, a Smart Contract also maintains a balance of cryptocurrency. Another important functionality of Smart Contracts is emitting events. Smart contract events can be viewed as a push-based notification system that transmits information from on-chain smart contracts to off-chain subscribers.

2.3 Use Cases

We present two example use cases of WedgeBlock.

For the first use case, consider a decentralized IoT solution that aims to create a marketplace for IoT data by connecting IoT publishers with data consumers. This is a growing trend of creating decentralized marketplaces for data [1, 6, 25, 52, 70], some of which focus on IoT data [1, 6, 25]. In these applications, the blockchain application aims to connect IoT data publishers with consumers. WedgeBlock helps in such applications by providing an off-chain logging solution that can be used by such applications to store published IoT data for future access by consumers. In particular, IoT publishers send their data to WedgeBlock Offchain Nodes instead of directly to the blockchain. The Offchain Nodes establish the authenticity of the logged data by committing digests to the blockchain and providing standardized query APIs for consumers. In many real-life scenarios, the Offchain Node is
a third-party service provider that is independent of the publishers and consumers. To support the economical model of such applications, WedgeBlock includes an optional Payment smart contract that can be used to manage payments from publishers to Offchain Nodes.

For the second use case, we look at gaming applications. DApp games use on-chain smart contracts for storing game items as Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) which can be bought and sold by players through the game or through online secondary markets. Transactions on these NFTs must be recorded on-chain to keep track of ownership globally. The game itself is hosted on off-chain servers. Due to the high cost of transactions and storage limitations of the blockchain, game data—including user information and game logs—are stored on off-chain servers. Since this data is stored off-chain, the security of this data is dependent on secure logging techniques used by application developers. WedgeBlock provides an interface to ensure that these logs are stored securely on Offchain Nodes while having the verifiability that is offered if data were stored on-chain. An important feature required by DApp gaming applications is correct ordering of events in the log. If two users performed conflicting game actions, the ordering of these events (i.e., which one happened first) is important to maintain. WedgeBlock ensures that the order of events that is committed off-chain will be the same one committed on-chain.

3 WEDGEBLOCK OVERVIEW

3.1 System Model and Interface

System Components.

- Blockchain and Smart Contracts: A public blockchain is used to maintain the state of a tamper-proof smart contract.
- Offchain Node: An Offchain Node which provides logging services. An Offchain Node receives requests to add data to the log and read data from the log.
- Clients: We use the term client to include all nodes which use the logging service provided by the Offchain Node.

We assume an asynchronous communication model and that all exchanged messages are cryptographically signed.

Programming Interface. WedgeBlock provides two main functions in its interface: (1) Append(in: entry; out: index, proof): this function appends the input entry to the log and returns the index of where it is appended. Entries are bunched into log positions. Therefore, the returned index contains information about both the log position (that contains the batch with the entry) as well as the location of the entry inside the batch. In addition to the returned index, the function returns a proof of the append operation. (2) Read(in: index; out: entry, proof): this function returns the entry that corresponds to the input index. Also, it includes a proof of the authenticity of the returned entry.

3.2 Commit Phases

As part of LMT, operations proceed in two phases. The first phase (called off-chain committed) denotes when the operation has been received by the off-chain node and a signed response is sent back to the client. At this stage, the entry digest is not yet committed to the blockchain smart contract. Therefore, the only proof returned to the user is a local proof that the Offchain Node has received the entry and promises to add it to the corresponding index. At this stage, the Offchain Node might lie. However, we guarantee that such a lie is going to be detected and a penalty will be imposed. We assume that with a severe enough penalty, this will be a deterrent for malicious acts. The second phase (blockchain committed) denotes when the entry’s digest is committed to the blockchain smart contract. This means that a proof of being in the blockchain committed phase cannot be fabricated by the malicious Offchain Node. Once a user receives such proof (called blockchain proof), then it is guaranteed to be correct.

Off-chain commitment—before blockchain commitment—provides a weaker notion to the client. This is because it is still possible that the response is fabricated and that a malicious off-chain node would blockchain-commit another entry. However, any such malicious act (i.e., blockchain-committing an entry different than what is off-chain-committed), will result in the client being able to both detect and prove the malicious act. Section 4 shows the details of guaranteeing this property.

3.3 Security and Safety models

In WedgeBlock, the Offchain Node and clients are not trusted. This means that they can act in any malicious/arbitrary way. This is similar to the byzantine fault-tolerance model [32]. We assume that all communication between clients and Offchain Nodes is cryptographically signed. We also assume that the integrity of the blockchain network is maintained and that malicious nodes cannot perform attacks to break the immutability and tamper-proof nature of blockchain.

We define the following safety guarantees for WedgeBlock:

Definition 3.1. Off-chain-commit Safety: Any off-chain committed response for an index i and entry e pair (called i-e pair) from an Offchain Node to a client satisfies the following: Either (1) the i-e pair will be the same as the one that will eventually be blockchain committed, otherwise (2) the client (or auditor) can prove that the Offchain Node lied and blockchain committed an i-e’ pair where e ≠ e’.

If the Offchain Node lied, the proof that the client constructs can be used by the penalty smart contract—that we present later—to withdraw an escrow fund deposited by the Offchain Node. Next, is the safety condition for blockchain-committed operations:

Definition 3.2. Blockchain-committed Safety: Any two clients receiving a blockchain-committed response for an entry with the same index (client 1 receives an i-e pair and client 2 receives an i-e’ pair), then it is guaranteed that e = e’.

This safety guarantee means that no two clients can disagree about the contents of a log position if they receive a blockchain-committed response.

Security model and attack vectors. We assume a stringent model for malicious behavior which is the byzantine failure model [32], where off-chain nodes can act in arbitrary and malicious ways. We adopt this model as it is a standard model in distributed systems with potentially malicious nodes and utilize it when we discuss the correctness (safety) of the system in Section 4.6 and liveness in Section 4.7. Choosing such a stringent model makes various attack vectors be treated within it—since the byzantine failure model allows arbitrary behavior. We provide examples of this in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.

Punishments. WedgeBlock utilizes the concept of decentralized punishments as a deterrent to malicious activity. An important aspect of introducing a punishment mechanism in DApps, is that they need to be decentralized punishment mechanisms. Having a central authority to enforce punishments would contradict the goal of building a DApp. To this end, WedgeBlock relies on enforcing punishments using smart contracts on blockchain. A node or client that observes a malicious act invokes the punishment smart contract with proof of the malicious act. The smart
contract imposes a penalty—if the proof is correct—by withdrawing from an escrow fund of the malicious node. This requires an initial setup step where the participating nodes setup punishment smart contracts with escrow funds. This mechanism enables a punishment strategy without having to introduce central points of authority. In Section 4.4, we provide more details of the punishment smart contract.

The punishment model that is followed in WedgeBlock is an all-or-nothing (AoN) punishment strategy. In AoN punishments, once a single malicious act is detected, the full punishment amount is invoked, and the contract with the off-chain node is terminated. Because we adopt a lazy detection model—where the time to detection might allow for many malicious acts to be done before the first detection—the configuration of punishment and deposit would be proportional to the window of time where the malicious acts may happen. In WedgeBlock Logging-as-a-Service model, our periodic payment mechanism also acts as a bound on how much time a malicious act can go undetected. The AoN strategy is different than prior punishment mechanisms—such as some layer 2 and Proof-of-Stake algorithms—that rely on 1-to-1 punishment where a punishment corresponds to a single malicious act.

### 3.4 Design Overview

We now present an overview of the design of WedgeBlock (the detailed design is in Section 4.) The core architecture of WedgeBlock utilizes off-chain components [8, 15, 23, 40, 68]. In this architecture, the on-chain component represents a blockchain network that processes smart contracts and blockchain transactions. Offchain Nodes extends the operation of on-chain components by performing compute and/or storage functions.

In WedgeBlock, the Offchain Node aims to provide data and log storage for clients. Clients send data and log operations to the Offchain Node and can later access it using read operations. The goal of WedgeBlock is to provide the following properties: (1) fast ingestion of data: this aims to overcome the high latency of writing directly on-chain. (2) minimum writing: this aims to reduce the monetary cost of utilizing blockchain by minimizing the amount of data written on-chain. Here, we use the term minimum writing to refer to only needing to write a digest of arbitrary size data on-chain. As we show in the design, the designer can control the batch size in WedgeBlock which leads to controlling the ratio between the size of the digest written on-chain and that data represented by the digest off-chain. Digests are small in size and the batches they represent can be made large to reduce the ratio between the size of on-chain digests and off-chain raw data. (3) trust: this aims to enable utilizing untrusted Offchain Nodes to achieve the aforementioned goals while ensuring data integrity, hence the data is not tampered with and the safety conditions—defined in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2—are satisfied.

WedgeBlock achieves all the aforementioned properties via lazy-minimum trust (LMT), where the Offchain Node performs operations locally and provides a proof of the local operation and a promise that a digest of the local operation will be committed to the blockchain smart contract. The purpose of committing the digest to blockchain is to ensure that all clients will agree on the blockchain-committed data. If the Offchain Node does not commit the digest of the data to blockchain, then a client can trigger a punishment smart contract using the proof received from the Offchain Node that will draw funds from the Offchain Node’s escrow account.

As part of initialization, the Offchain Node deploys three smart contracts on-chain.
- **Root Record smart contract:** This contract is used to store the digests of the log entries. Each log position can have at most one digest associated with it.
- **Punishment smart contract:** The Offchain Node deposits to this contract funds that are withdrawn if a client provides a proof of a malicious act.
- **Payment smart contract:** If a DApp-logging-as-a-service model is deployed, the Payment contract is used to manage payments to the Offchain Node.

Processing an operation in WedgeBlock proceeds in two phases that correspond to the two commit phases—off-chain commitment and blockchain commitment. In the first phase, the entry is written locally and a proof is sent back to the client. In the second phase, the Offchain Node writes a digest of the entry to the Root smart contract.

**Example.** consider writing a log entry, $e$, in log position and index $i$. In phase 1, the Offchain Node writes $e$ locally and responds with a proof to the client. This proof is a signed message that includes the log position and digest of $e$. Then, the Offchain Node sends a request to write the digest of $e$ to the blockchain smart contract in the $i^{th}$ position of a data structure that is maintained by the Root Record smart contract. This write operation can be only performed once for any log position. Therefore, after the digest of $e$ (or the batch containing $e$ if batching is performed) is written to the $i^{th}$ position in the Root Record smart contract, all clients will agree that $e$ is the only blockchain-committed entry in position $i$. If the Offchain Node acted maliciously and blockchain-committed another entry, $e'$, to log position $i$, then the client can trigger a punishment. This is done by sending the signed proof to a punishment smart contract that matches the proof with the log position in the Root Record contract.

## 4 WEDGEBLOCK DETAILED DESIGN

### 4.1 Data Model

An append-only log is maintained by the Offchain Node to store data. To optimize performance and consolidate operations, the Offchain Node processes received append requests in batches. Each log position contains the following fields:

1. **Log ID:** A monotonically increasing number that uniquely identifies the log position.
2. **Data List:** Batch of data objects appended by clients.
3. **Merkle Root (MRoot):** The merkle root corresponds to the Merkle Tree that is constructed using the Data List.

The append request $(A)$ is defined as $A = (S_p, [n, X])$, where $[n, X]$ represents the payload of the appended data; $X$ is a data object and $n$ is a client-side monotonically increasing sequence number. The sequence number $n$ allows a future reader to specify which data object to read based on the sequence number. $S_p$ is the signature of the client using the tuple $[n, X]$.

Once the Offchain Node receives the append request, it generates a stage 1 proof of the log entry comprising of the corresponding merkle root and the Log ID (denoted as $R_F$ and $i$, respectively). Specifically, a response from the Offchain Node contains the following tuple $(R): R = (S_p, [X, P^N_F, i])$, where $S_p$ is the signature of the Offchain Node on the tuple $[X, P^N_F, i]; P^N_F$ is the Stage 1 proof associated with the data object $X$; and, $i$ is the index where data object $X$ is stored. The client can use the Stage 1 proof and index...
The merkle root $R_f$ and the index $i$ act as a proof of the integrity of the data in index $i$ and is committed to the blockchain as a stage 2 commit request. The stage 2 commitment record is the tuple $V_i = (i, R_f)$, where the tuple $V$ is committed to the Root Record contract during Stage 2 commitment. A client can query the Root Record contract deployed at the blockchain and verify that the merkle root stored at the blockchain for index $i$ matches the one received as the Stage 1 proof.

### 4.2 Client Protocols

A Client can perform operations based on three roles. As a Publisher, it sends append operations to the Offchain Node. As a User, it sends audit operations, which is a special form of read operations.

**Publisher Append Requests.** When the publisher wants to append a list of entries, it first transforms the list into append requests (As) and assigns each operation $A$ a unique sequence number $n$ and signs each individual tuple. Then, it sends the list of append requests to the Offchain Node to be committed. When the Offchain Node responds with a list of responses (Rs as defined in the Data Model), the publisher verifies each $R$ to ensure its proof and signature are valid. If the publisher receives a valid $R$ for every $A$, the stage 1 commitment is complete. This procedure is demonstrated in Figure 2 as link #1.

After the first stage, the publisher verifies if the reconstructed merkle root $R_f$ is consistent with the recorded value in the Root Record contract, shown in Figure 2 as Link #4. Depending on the verification result, the publisher takes one of two actions to complete the second stage of the write request. If the reconstructed root matches the recorded value in the Root Record contract, the request is considered blockchain committed. In the case of any inconsistencies, the publisher invokes the Punishment contract with the conflicting $R$ to claim a compensation from the escrow fund. These actions are shown in Figure 2 as Link #5.

**Read Requests.** The client can issue a read request of a group of indices together in one operation to the Offchain Node. The response from the Offchain Node has an identical format to the response for append requests: a list of responses Rs as defined in the data model section. Figure 2 Link #6 represents this action. The client can then verify that the read items are blockchain committed by verifying with the Root Record contract.

The Auditor can audit a range of log entries. The auditor sends a simple lookup of one or more data objects. For each data object in the request, the auditor examines the tuple $V_i$ for each data object $X$ in the Data List. This completes the two-way communication shown as link #1 in Figure 2. This completes stage 1 commitment (i.e., off-chain commitment).

For state 1 commitment, the client only needs to ensure that its operations are recorded correctly in the batch that corresponds to $R_f$. This is done by checking the Merkle Proof of the client’s operation (that contains the leaf node with the operation and the path to the Merkle root.) The client does not need to verify the other operations in the batch. These other operations are either (1) correct and will be validated by their clients, (2) incorrect and will be detected by the clients issuing them, or (3) arbitrary (garbage) data added by the Offchain Node that does not correspond to client requests. In the case of arbitrary data, these will not impact non-malicious clients since this is data that is not issued or signed by clients and thus will not be read or used. Offchain Nodes are not incentivized to include such garbage data as it will increase their costs without being compensated for it.

After off-chain-commit, the stage 2 commitment (i.e., blockchain-commitment) process begins. In stage 2 commitment, the Offchain Node takes the Log ID $i$ and the merkle root $R_f$ to form a tuple $(i, R_f)$. This tuple is sent to the Root Record contract to be written in the ledger. The process is performed as a smart contract transaction. Once the transaction is committed to the blockchain, stage 2 commitment is complete (link #3 in Figure 2).

**Read Requests.** There are two types of read requests: The first type is a simple lookup of one or more data objects. For each data object in the request, the Offchain Node creates a response tuple $R$ and adds it to the final response message. The second form of the read request is a scan of the log sent by an Auditor. The Offchain Node forms a response tuple $R$ for each data object in the requested range and sends it back to the auditor.

### 4.3 Offchain Node Protocols

**Append Requests.** All append requests (A) from different publishers are processed in batches. When a publisher sends an append request $A$ (link #1 in Figure 2), the request is buffered as part of a special staging batch called the current batch. Once batching is complete, the process of commitment begins. Append requests are processed in two stages as the following.

In stage 1, the new log entry is created for the current batch with a new Log ID $i$. The batch of requests is added to the Data List portion of the log entry. The list of requests is then hashed and used to construct a Merkle Tree. Once all the requests have been added to the Merkle Tree, the merkle root $R_f$ is formed for log entry $i$. The log entry is then persisted to local storage (link #2 in Figure 2). Then, the Offchain Node responds to the clients with the tuple $R$ for each append request $A$ processed in the batch. This is done by computing the Merkle Proof (similar to the example in Figure 1) for each data object $X$ in the Data List. This completes the two-way communication shown as link #1 in Figure 2. This completes stage 1 commitment (i.e., off-chain commitment).

After append-commit, the stage 2 commitment (i.e., blockchain-commitment) process begins. In stage 2 commitment, the Offchain Node takes the Log ID $i$ and the merkle root $R_f$ to form a tuple $(i, R_f)$. This tuple is sent to the Root Record contract to be written in the ledger. The process is performed as a smart contract transaction. Once the transaction is committed to the blockchain, stage 2 commitment is complete (link #3 in Figure 2).

**Read Requests.** There are two types of read requests: The first type is a simple lookup of one or more data objects. For each data object in the request, the Offchain Node creates a response tuple $R$ and adds it to the final response message. The second form of the read request is a scan of the log sent by an Auditor. The Offchain Node forms a response tuple $R$ for each data object in the requested range and sends it back to the auditor.

### 4.4 Smart Contract Design

**Root Record Smart Contract.** The Root Record smart contract serves as an on-chain data store. It has three variables and two methods. The first variable `offchain_address` is initialized to a specific Ethereum address—that corresponds to the address of the Offchain Node—and is immutable. The second variable `record_map` is a hash table that maps log entry digests (i.e.,
(MRoots) each to its corresponding unique log position. The third variable $\text{tail}_\text{id}_x$, initialized to 0, is used to keep track of the most recently updated log index.

The first method $\text{Update} – \text{Records}$, shown in Algorithm 1, is triggered when the Offchain Node sends a request to add a new digest (MRoot) or group of digests. It modifies the record_map by adding a list of received MRoots and their corresponding log position into the record_map. Line 1 restricts the method to be only callable by the predefined offchain_address. Line 4 checks to ensure that the input $\text{start}_\text{id}_x$ matches the state variable $\text{tail}_\text{id}_x$. This is to ensure MRoots are written on-chain sequentially according to the monotonically increasing log indexes. If both checks are passed, the record_map and tail_idx are updated accordingly, as shown in the rest of the algorithm.

The second method Get – Root – At – Index is a simple getter function for record_map. It takes an arbitrary key and returns the mapped MRoot value in record_map.

Algorithm 1: The Update-Records Function in the Root Record Contract

Context: This method is invoked by a Ethereum Transaction

Input: A list \{ $\text{root}_i$ \}, $i = 0, 1, \ldots, n$, where each $\text{root}_i$ is a sequence of bytes.

A starting index $\text{start}_\text{id}_x$.

Output: None

1. if $\text{Txn}.\text{sender} \neq \text{offchain_address}$ then
2. \hspace{1em} Method call fails. Returns.
3. end
4. if $\text{start}_\text{id}_x \neq \text{tail}_\text{id}_x$ then
5. \hspace{1em} Method call fails. Returns.
6. end
7. for $i \leftarrow 0; i < n; i \leftarrow i + 1$ do
8. \hspace{1em} $\text{record_map}[\text{start}_\text{id}_x + i] \leftarrow \text{root}_i$
9. end
10. $\text{tail}_\text{id}_x \leftarrow \text{start}_\text{id}_x + n$
11. // Method call succeeds. Smart contract state changes.

Punishment Smart Contract. A response $R$ can be incorrect in two ways: first, its merkle root can be different from what was actually stored in the Offchain Node’s log. Second, the merkle proof can produce a different merkle root than what is provided. When either one of the two cases occurs, the receiving end can provide the evidence to the Punishment contract to financially punish the Offchain Node.

When the smart contract is deployed, it is initialized with the address of the Client node clientAddress and the address of the Root Record smart contract rootContract. These addresses are immutable after initialization. The Offchain Node deposits ether into the smart contract as an escrow for future punishment. If no punishment occurs throughout the Offchain Node’s service, the Offchain Node will be refunded the full escrow deposit after the smart contract’s termination. Otherwise, the deposit will be transferred to clientAddress as compensation.

The punishment smart contract’s core logic is in the Invoke – Punishment method (Algorithm 2). The input parameters for this method correspond to the components of an R response. The method’s logic flow is similar to how the Client node verifies $R$ locally, verifying that the merkle root matches the corresponding root in the Root Record contract and verifying that the merkle proof is authentic by verifying that it corresponds to the request’s merkle root. When an inconsistency is identified in the input arguments, the smart contract balance is sent to clientAddress as shown in Lines 7 and 11.

Algorithm 2: Invoke-Punishment

Input: An integer index

A byte string merkleRoot

A list of byte strings merkleProof

A string rawData

A bytes string signature

Output: None

1. $\text{msgHash} \leftarrow \text{hash}(\text{index}, \text{merkleRoot}, \text{merkleProof}, \text{rawData})$
2. if recoverSigner(msgHash, signature) \neq \text{offchain_address} then
3. \hspace{1em} Punishment fails. Signature is not from the Offchain Node. Returns.
4. end
5. $\text{recordedRoot} \leftarrow \text{rootContract}.\text{getRootAtIndex}(\text{index})$
6. if $\text{recordedRoot} \neq \text{merkleRoot}$ then
7. \hspace{1em} \text{clientAddress}.call(\text{value : contract.balance})
8. end
9. $\text{reconstructedRoot} \leftarrow \text{reconstruct root using merkleProof}$
10. if $\text{reconstructedRoot} \neq \text{merkleRoot}$ then
11. \hspace{1em} \text{Punishment succeeds.} \text{clientAddress}.call(\text{value : contract.balance})
12. end

4.5 DApp-Logging-as-a-Service Model

We present the payment model and implementation of the Payment smart contract to enable a DApp-logging-as-a-service model. In this model, an Offchain Node processes the requests in exchange for monetary compensation. The Payment smart contract generates, manages, and settles all the micro-payments needed to be made from the Publisher Client to the Offchain Node. Although blockchain networks like Ethereum allow two parties to make direct payment transactions without needing to do it through a smart contract, such payments are limited in frequency and size due to the high overhead of transaction fees and confirmation delay. Using smart contracts as a medium, existing works on micro-payment channels [20, 21] are able to overcome such limitations. However, micro-payment channels assume the payments to be discrete and require the payer to actively take actions, such as revealing the pre-image of a hashed value to the payee, to unlock the next payment. This assumption do not fit with WedgeBlock because WedgeBlock needs a micro-payment system that resembles the subscription model where payments are automatically generated continuously until the payer decides to terminate. Therefore, we took a different approach in our payment contract design.

The Payment smart contract maintains the configuration of the subscription payment such as payment frequency and amount. More importantly, the Payment smart contract can acquire timestamps on method invocations from the Ethereum network by reading the blocks’ timestamps. These timestamps are used to calculate how much time has elapsed between two method calls. With such information, the Payment smart contract can easily derive the most updated deposit distribution across all involved parties at any given time. When any party attempts to withdraw, the Payment contract guarantees to prevent overdraws. In the remainder of this section, we will explain the relevant variables and methods that enable the Payment contract to achieve this.

The Payment smart contract, at the time of deployment, is initialized with the following variables: offchain_address, client_address, period, payment_per_period and max_overdue_periods. The first two variables store the
Ethereum addresses of the two participating parties, the Offchain Node and the Client (Publisher) node. (If there are multiple Publishers, they can set up a shared address.) The period and payment_per_period variables control the payment frequency and amount. The last variable sets a limit on how long the smart contract will tolerate the Client for not paying before considering the Client to be violating the contract. The unit for period is seconds while the unit for payment_per_period is wei—the smallest denomination of ether. For example, if the payer agrees to pay 100 wei per minute and the payee waits at most 120 minutes for overdue payments, the last three variables would be set to 60, 100 and 120, respectively.

After verifying the Offchain Node has completed Stage 2 Commitment, the Client node deposits a pre-defined amount of ether into the Payment smart contract and invokes the startPayment method to start paying for the service. The startPayment method initializes 2 additional variables: amount_reserved_for_edge and payment_start_time. Variable amount_reserved_for_edge, initially 0, is used to indicate what amount of Payment contract balance is withdrawable only by the Offchain Node. Variable payment_start_time stores the timestamp on when the current stream of micro-payments started.

Once startPayment is executed, the Payment smart contract balance is divided into two portions. One is reserved to be withdraw-able only by the offchain_address while the remaining still belongs to the client_address. As time progresses, balance in the second portion virtually moves into the first at a constant rate. However, this process is not done continuously in the background but rather done retrospectively when the Payment contract method updatePaymentStatus---shown in Algorithm 3---is invoked. The core logic of this method calculates the correct value for amount_reserved_for_edge based on the Payment contract’s configuration and current state. Whenever any party tries to withdraw from the smart contract, updatePaymentStatus is always invoked first internally to update amount_reserved_for_edge which directly determines the withdraw-able amount. When the Offchain Node withdraws, the payment_start_time is also updated to the timestamp of the block that confirmed the call transaction, essentially resetting the payment calculation.

The updatePaymentStatus method also emits important blockchain events under certain conditions. These events are broadcast to subscribed on-chain and off-chain parties so they can react in time. The PaymentStateUpdated event at Line 17 is emitted when there remains enough deposit and it notifies the subscribers about how many more payment periods it can last for. On the other hand, when there are overdue payments, the DepositInsufficient event at Line 10 is emitted to remind the Client node. Lastly, if the accumulated overdue payments exceed the threshold specified by max_overdue_periods, the smart contract deems it a violation by the Client node. It will transfer all the remaining balance to offchain_address before terminating itself with a notification event at Line 14.

### 4.6 Correctness

We provide a proof sketch of WedgeBlock satisfying the safety properties in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2.

**Theorem 3.1.** WedgeBlock ensures that any offchain-committed request satisfies the safety condition in 3.1.

**Proof.** Definition 3.1 states that an offchain-committed request of an i-e pair (where i is the index in the log and e is the entry) must satisfy either one of two properties: (1) the i-e pair is the same as the one that will eventually be blockchain-committed, or (2) the client can prove that an entry i′ e′ blockchain-committed at i where e′ ≠ e. We prove this by contradiction. Assume to the contrary of the two properties above that an offchain-committed request for an i-e pair is not the same as the one that is eventually blockchain-committed pair, i, e′ where e′ ≠ e. Also, contrary to the second property, the client cannot prove that the committed entry e′ at i is different than e. This is not possible because the Client can: (1) read the state of the Root Record contract and identify that the blockchain-committed entry e′ is different from e, and (2) the Client has a signed response ρ from the offchain node that shows that the offchain node promised to commit the i-e pair. This is a contradiction.

**Theorem 4.2.** WedgeBlock ensures that any blockchain-committed request satisfies the safety condition in Definition 3.2.

**Proof.** Definition 3.2 states that any two blockchain-committed requests r₁ and r₂ for the same index i would have the same corresponding entry e. We prove this by contradiction. Assume to the contrary that there are two blockchain-committed requests: r₁ that results in the pair i, e₁, and r₂ that results in the pair i, e₂ where e₁ ≠ e₂. Since the two values are different but are in the same log position, this means that the MRoot read from the Root Record contract by r₁, M₁ is different from the one read by r₂, M₂. Because M₁ and M₂ are the MRoots for the same log position and the Root Record contract allows writing to the MRoot of a log position only once with no future updates, then M₁ ≠ M₂. This is a contradiction as this indicates that e₁ ≠ e₂. □

Since the proofs above assume a stringent byzantine failure model that allows any arbitrary behavior by malicious nodes, this
means that various attack vectors cannot threaten the integrity of the application as long as they fall within this definition of arbitrary behavior from utmost \( f \) nodes. For example, attacks such as omission, repeating, and truncating attacks would not lead to incorrectness. For example, an off-chain node that truncates the log will be detected by the client that wrote the truncated entries and punishment will be triggered. Due to space limitations, we do not enumerate through the various attack vectors but rely on the generality of the byzantine failure model.

### 4.7 Liveness

When utilizing untrusted nodes, there are risks in terms of the responsiveness of these nodes. In particular, omission attacks denotes a class of attacks where an Offchain Node drops or delay responses to requests. Due to the asynchronous communication model we consider, when requests are dropped, it is impossible to determine if the Offchain Node is acting maliciously or if the messages were dropped/delayed due to the network. This is a common challenge in systems with malicious (byzantine) nodes. The following are various ways that can be integrated with *WedgeBlock* to reduce the impact of omission attacks:

The first way to tolerate omission attacks is to utilize a number of nodes to act collectively as the Offchain Node. For example, a byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) protocol [17, 32] can be used with a cluster of \( 3f + 1 \) Offchain Nodes that act collectively to perform the tasks of an Offchain Node. This setup would tolerate having up to \( f \) malicious nodes that are performing omission attacks by applying existing techniques [18].

The second way is to rely on the economics of omission attacks. In our model, the off-chain node is either run by the owner of the smart contract application or by a third-party contractor that is performing the compute/storage tasks for a monetary compensation. In both cases, there is no incentive for the Offchain Node to perform an omission attack. Omission attacks lead to hurting the user experience (studies show that even a small delay would drive users away from an online service [50]). If the Offchain Node is operated by the application owner, then omission attacks would lead to driving their customers/users away. Likewise, if the Offchain Node is operated by a contractor, fewer users mean less processing and monetary compensation and potentially being replaced with another contractor that is faster.

An extreme case of omission attacks is for an Offchain Node to remove/destroy the stored data or blockchain-commit invalid MRoote. The two approaches above can be utilized for this type of attack as well. However, there is an additional strategy that can be utilized in decentralized environments—utilizing decentralized storage solutions [59]. Decentralized storage is a family of protocols that are used to store files across a decentralized network of machines around the world. Decentralized storage can be utilized to maintain a persistent copy of the log that can be accessed even after an extreme omission attack of removing data in the Offchain Node.

### 5 PRACTICAL CONCERNS

#### Implementation details

We built a prototype to validate *WedgeBlock*’s design. The prototype implements the following design components: the Offchain Node, the Publisher node, the User node, the Auditor node and the Smart Contracts. We implement the four off-chain nodes using four Python programs. These programs communicate with each other using the Python PPRC framework [5]. We utilize parallel programming at some sections of the code to improve the prototype’s processing speed. The ECDSA signature and verification are applied independently to a large number of data objects so they are executed concurrently using all available CPU cores.

**Blockchain network.** We deploy *WedgeBlock*’s smart contracts to the Ethereum Ropsten blockchain network. The Ropsten network work is one of the most widely used Ethereum test networks that allow researchers and practitioners to test and validate their prototypes. This is a standard approach that is utilized in many academic works [7, 55]. The Ropsten network mining nodes run identical software implementation as those in the Ethereum main network (Mainnet). Executing the same stand-alone smart contract from identical starting states on both Ropsten and Mainnet would produce the same global state transfer and using the same amount of gas. Meanwhile, the Ropsten network circulates free (test) ether coins instead of real ether coins. Therefore we use it to simulate interactions with the Ethereum Mainnet while avoiding paying high fees for prototyping and evaluations.

**Availability and traces.** Our prototype implementation is available on Github³. The details of the *WedgeBlock* smart contracts that we deployed as well as their transaction histories can be viewed publicly on the Etherscan platform for the Root Record smart contract⁴, Payment smart contract⁵, and Punishment smart contract⁶.

**Penalty amount configuration.** One of the issues needed for a practical deployment of *WedgeBlock* is configuring the amount of escrow funds and penalties during setup. This is an important aspect; however, it is application specific (depending on the workload, participants, off-chain nodes profit, etc) and cannot be treated generally in the context of our current work that focuses on the design of *WedgeBlock*. We defer the question of specifying the amount of penalties to other work that focuses on the economic aspects of off-chain/off-chain interactions. Nonetheless, specifying such amount is orthogonal to the rest of the design and configuration of *WedgeBlock* as long as such configuration of penalties would be a deterrent to malicious acts.

### 6 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

#### 6.1 Goals of the experiment

We conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of *WedgeBlock* in terms of performance latency and monetary cost across different system configurations. We also compare the performance of *WedgeBlock* to baseline configurations that mimic the off-chain and on-chain commitment aspects of prior blockchain-based secure logging work [34, 41, 49, 51, 64].

We measure the following metrics. For the smart contracts, we measure the monetary cost of performing stage 2 commitment. For the Offchain Node, we measure the throughput of ingesting log entries and the monetary cost. For Clients, we measure the latency of performing append and read operations.

#### 6.2 Experiment Setup

Two Chameleon Cloud machines [30] are used to run the off-chain nodes, one hosting the Offchain Node program and the other hosting the three Client programs. Each of the two machines runs on two 64 bit Skylake CPUs with 48 threads each. Each machine provides 192 GiB of RAM and around 300 GiB of Storage.

Unless otherwise mentioned, we use the following default parameters. In append experiments, the Publisher node sends 100 batches of append requests to the Offchain Node. One batch

³https://github.com/alfredd/wedge-block

⁴https://ropsten.etherscan.io/address/0x16e07f2fb9d07dca128e09629f5a0cde9de6601

⁵https://ropsten.etherscan.io/address/0x85bae3688d946d93ed4a31f6e2f60ed74c6035ba

⁶https://ropsten.etherscan.io/address/0x85bae3688d946d93ed4a31f6e2f60ed74c6035ba
consists of 10,000 append operations where each append operation contains a key-value pair with a 64-kilobytes key and a 1024-kilobyte value. Each of the 100 batches is measured independently. Then the 100 sets of measurements are averaged to obtain the final measurements for the Publisher. The default batching size utilized by the Offchain Node is 2000.

The variables we vary in experiments are the batch size in the Offchain Node and the write operation’s value size at the Publisher. For each variable, we make multiple runs using different configurations while keeping the other one constant.

6.3 Experiment Result and Analysis

Varying the Batch Size. The first set of experiments measures the performance and monetary cost of WedgeBlock while varying the batch size. In this experiment, the size of each append request—formatted as a key-value pair—is fixed to 64B (key) + 1024B (value) = 1088 bytes, approximately 1 KB. We did six runs of experiments, varying the Offchain Nodes’ batch size between 500 and 10000 append requests per batch.

Figure 3 shows the impact of varying the batch size on the Offchain Node’s throughput and monetary cost per operation. In terms of throughput, as we increase the batch size, the throughput decreases. This decrease is within 18% when increasing the batch size from 500 to 10000. The reason for this is that when the batch size increases, the Offchain Node produces fewer but larger Merkle Trees. As the Merkle Tree size increases, the time to generate a merkle proof for each write operation increases logarithmically. The red curve shows the throughput of the Offchain Node if it first replicates the received write requests to two other machines for a stronger liveness guarantee. Since merkle tree construction takes much longer time than forwarding data batches, the throughput shows a insignificant decrease when comparing to the Offchain Node that only stores data locally.

The right-side plot in Figure 3 measures the monetary cost per operation. As the batch size increases, the cost decreases (increasing the batch size from 500 to 10000 decreases the cost by 87%). This is because a larger batch size amortizes the cost of many operations into one write to the Root Record contract.

Figure 4 shows the impact of varying the batch size on the Publisher latency. The Publisher sends a batch of append operations to the Offchain Node. Then, as append operations are processed, off-chain-commit responses are sent back to the Publisher one by one. The figure shows three lines: (1) First operation delay, which represents the latency until the first off-chain-commit response is received, (2) Last operation delay, which represents the latency until all off-chain-commit responses are received, and (3) Stage 1 commitment delay, which represents the time needed to both receive and process all off-chain-commit responses.

The figure shows that as the batch size increases, the latency increases. This increase is due to the overhead caused by batching at the Offchain Node’s side as we described above when discussing the throughput results. The impact of this overhead is different for the first operation compared to the total delay. The increase for the first operation response is higher due to the time needed to generate the Merkle Tree, which is a step that needs to be performed before sending the first response. Our experiments also record the Stage 2 commitment latency at various batch sizes. Since these measurements are mainly determined by the time it takes for the blockchain network to update the smart contract, they do not change significantly across our experiments. The average Stage 2 latency we measure is 43 seconds. The following experiments measure similar results.

Varying the Value Size. This experiment studies the effect of different write operation’s value sizes. In this experiment, the Offchain Node always groups incoming operations into batches of 2000 operations. We did four runs of experiments varying the append operations’ value size between 512 and 4096 bytes.

Figure 5 shows the impact of varying the batch size on monetary cost per operation. For throughput (left sub-plot of Figure 5), as the value size increases, the throughput increases as well. This is because as the value size increases, the total workload carries approximately double the amount of bytes to be committed. However, the Offchain Node processing is not impacted significantly by the increase in workload; although larger leaf nodes in a Merkle Tree make the initial hashing step longer to complete, its impact is limited. Once the constant sized hashes are obtained, the remaining time on Merkle Tree construction and proof generation remains the same. This leads to the throughput increase as we increase the value size. We also did these experiments using a Offchain Node with a replicated storage mechanism, the red curve in Figure 5 shows that there is insignificant decrease on the throughput. However, the drop in throughput is expected to be larger as value size increases because data transmission time from the Offchain Node to the replication nodes increases proportionally with the data size.

In terms of cost per operation (right sub-plot of Figure 5), increasing the value size does not show a significant impact on cost. This is because the size of the append value does not affect the number of Merkle Trees and does not affect the size of merkle roots. Consequently, the Offchain Node writes the same amount of data to the Root Record contract in every run. Therefore, we anticipate the total cost to stay relatively constant.

Figure 6 shows the impact of varying the value size on the latency at the Publisher. The figure shows that when the value size increases, the Publisher waits longer to receive all stage 1 commitments. However, the increase in latency is limited and insignificant compared to the throughput results.

Note that the small irregular change in total cost is mostly a reflection of the fluctuation in the Ropsten network’s transaction fee.
commitment responses due to the increased communication overhead. However, the verification time is not affected significantly. Stage 1 commitment delay increases by 66% as a result of an 8-time increase of the value size. This shows a trade-off between publisher latency and offchain node throughput when the value size changes. In the fourth experiment run with a 4096-byte value size, the WedgeBlock runs over 30 minutes without running into any errors, this demonstrates that the WedgeBlock is capable of handling large workloads.

![Figure 5: Throughput and cost for various value sizes](image)

![Figure 6: Publisher latency for various value sizes](image)

**Varying the request frequency** The third experiment studies the offchain node's throughput under different workload. In this experiment, the value size and the offchain node's batching size are fixed at 1024 bytes and 2000 respectively. In each run, the publisher node adjusts the number of append operations in each of its 100 requests batches to achieve a certain overall request frequency. For example, if the publisher node sends 8000 append operations in each batch, the overall request frequency observed by the offchain node would be 800 requests per second.

Figure 7 shows how the request frequency affects Stage 1 commit throughput. The curve peaks when the frequency is 900 per second, meaning the offchain node reaches its computational capacity around this point with the given hardware configuration. With a lower frequency, the offchain node waits in idle between batches of append operations. When the frequency is larger than 900, the throughput quickly declines due to an accumulation of unprocessed append operations.

**Comparison With Prior Approaches.** WedgeBlock advances the state-of-the-art in secure blockchain-based logging by decreasing the monetary cost overhead with minimum (digest) writing on-chain and by decreasing the latency overhead with lazy trust. Prior blockchain-based approaches can be divided into three categories: (1) on-chain logging (OCL) [49]: these are approaches that suffer from high latency and monetary cost as raw logs are written on-chain, and (2) synchronous off-chain logging (SOCL) [51]: these are approaches where raw logs are written off-chain and only a digest is written on-chain. However, unlike WedgeBlock, these approaches need to wait for the corresponding digest to be written on-chain before reading and trusting the off-chain record. (3) rollup-inspired hybrid logging (RHL) [48]: this approach is inspired from Ethereum Optimistic Rollup and adapted to the problem of logging to allow comparing with WedgeBlock. In RHL, the entries are sent to the off-chain node. When the off-chain node responds to the client, this denotes phase 1 commitment (and the latency reported in experiments is this latency). The off-chain node may lie in this response. To detect such malicious act, the client waits for the off-chain node to write the operations and digest on-chain. The client (and any other participant) can use the written entries to verify that the computed digest is correct. If it is not correct, then the client can trigger a challenge smart contract. This challenge smart contract checks whether the digest matches the written operations on-chain. If it does not match, then the challenge is successful. To enable such challenges, there is a challenge period to allow clients to check the accuracy of the digest that lasts for hours to days. This makes the latency of stage commitment much higher than WedgeBlock. Also, because the challenge verification relies on having the operations being written on-chain as well, this makes it more costly than WedgeBlock.

To compare with these three approaches, we implement the following: for OCL, we implement a smart contract that writes log records on-chain. For SOCL, we implement a client that waits for the digest to be written on-chain to commit. For RHL, we implement a smart contract that writes the operations on-chain. We report two metrics, performance in terms of throughput and monetary cost per operation. The throughput is calculated by dividing the total size of committed data over the time it takes to obtain a successful commitment receipt. For OCL and SOCL, this receipt is the blockchain transaction confirmation message from the miner nodes. For Wedgeblock and RHL, the Stage 1 commitment proof is used as such receipt as explained in Section 3.

The comparison is shown in Table 1. It shows that WedgeBlock improves throughput by up to 1470-times compared to the OCL approach (from 6.6e-4 MB per second to 0.97 MB per second). This is because WedgeBlock batch operations, commit after receiving the off-chain response, and write less data on-chain which allows committing more operations. Although the SOCL approach has a relatively higher throughput when compared to OCL, WedgeBlock is able to achieve a 5-time increment on the commitment throughput because of using lazy trust. Also, the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value size</th>
<th>Throughput (MB/second)</th>
<th>Cost per operation (ETH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1024 (OCL)</td>
<td>6.6e-4</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 (SOCL)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.16e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 (RHL)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 (WB)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.16e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048 (OCL)</td>
<td>1.4e-3</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048 (SOCL)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.18e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048 (RHL)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048 (WB)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.18e-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Commitment throughput and cost of WedgeBlock (WB) compared with prior approaches OCL and SOCL.

This table shows improvement of SOCL and WedgeBlock in terms of monetary cost per operation by up to 310-times compared to OCL (from 0.367 ETH to 1.18e-3 ETH). This is because WedgeBlock and SOCL batch operations and only write their digest to the smart contract. On average, when using WedgeBlock or SOCL to log operations, each operation only incurs a monetary cost of around one thousandth of an ETH. RHL achieves a throughput that is close to that of WedgeBlock since it also reports a fast stage 1 commitment latency that does not involve writing to the blockchain. The cost, however, is 310x higher for RHL because it requires writing the operations on-chain.

In terms of latency, OCL and SOCL have a latency that is proportional to the time needed to write on-chain. For RHL, its stage 1 latency is proportional to the time needed to obtain a response from the off-chain node and its stage 2 latency is in the order of days (depending on the design configuration). For WedgeBlock, the stage 1 latency—similar to RHL—is proportional to the time to get a response from the off-chain node. However, its stage 2 latency is similar to the latency of SOCL. Although stage 2 latency of WedgeBlock is similar to SOCL, because stage 2 is performed asynchronously, WedgeBlock can achieve higher throughput. Also, based on our deterrence method that aims to prevent malicious acts from off-chain nodes, clients can rely on stage 1 commitment as a response.

Reading Experiments. We experimented with two read functionalities: random key queries and full log audits. The Offchain Node is initialized with 10 million log entries with 64 bytes key and 1024 byte value. The experiment on each functionality consists of six runs in which the Offchain Node stores the log entries in batches of different sizes, ranging from 500 to 10000.

For the random key query experiment, the User selects 50000 random entries. We measure the throughput of performing all the read operations which includes communication with the Offchain Node, receiving the response, and verifying it. The results are shown in Figure 8. The figure shows that the throughput is between 1800 and 2100 operations per second and that the batch size does not affect the User’s read latency significantly.

For the log audit experiment, the Auditor reads and verifies a number of operations. Figure 9 shows the results of reading and verifying operations where the number of operations varies from 10,000 to 200,000 operations. The latency increases linearly with more operations to audit as more work is needed to read and verify operations. The figure also shows how much of the time is spent for verification out of the total latency. In average, 42% of the read time is spent in verification.

7 RELATED WORKS

7.1 Blockchain-based Logging

The most related area of work to WedgeBlock is the area of blockchain-based logging [9, 34, 35, 41, 49, 51, 64]. Some of these prior works utilize the blockchain itself to write logs [9, 35, 49]. This can lead to high monetary costs and latency overhead when utilizing permissionless blockchains. This lead work following this approach [9, 35, 49] to utilize permissioned blockchain such as HyperLedger [12]. However, permissioned blockchains (i.e., blockchain systems that utilize traditional crash-tolerant or byzantine-tolerant [17, 27, 32] systems) require strong assumptions on the number of failures that can be tolerated which limits the decentralized nature of such protocols and consequently the number of DApps deployed on such networks. An alternative approach is to utilize off-chain nodes to store the raw logs and store a digest of log entries on-chain [34, 41, 64]. hOCBS [41] relies on a permissioned blockchain to overcome the latency and cost overheads—which leads to the challenges we mentioned above about using permissioned blockchains.

PrivacyGuard [64] and Blockchain-enabled Privacy Audit Log (BPAL) [51]—like WedgeBlock—use permissionless blockchains in their on-chain/off-chain architecture. To overcome the problem of an untrusted Offchain Node, PrivacyGuard [64] uses special hardware (Trusted Execution Environments), while BPAL [51] forces clients to wait until the digest of log entries is written on-chain. These two pieces of work suffer from the limitation of either requiring special hardware [64] or incurring a high latency overhead [51]. WedgeBlock, on the other hand, does not require special hardware and allows fast ingestion.

7.2 Secure Logging and Data Processing

Related to WedgeBlock is the area of secure tamper-free logging [16, 19, 36, 46, 58, 60]. In [36], for example, the authors...
propose an Immutable Forward-Secure Aggregate Authentication (iFssAgg) algorithm. The algorithm builds the log state by encrypting and linking each subsequent state of the log and deleting the intermediate keys. This allows verifying the log by decrypting from the start of the log. One notable application of secure logging has been in cloud-based logging-as-a-service systems, where a cloud service handles the logging functions on behalf of an application [47, 60, 61].

There is a plethora of work in authenticated data and query processing [2, 29, 33, 45, 57, 65, 66, 69]. These methods can be utilized to provide digests and proofs for complex secure computations. This is related to stage 1 commitment in WedgeBlock, where such mechanisms can be used to perform more complex processing. This is especially true for such solutions in the context of querying and processing data in hybrid onchain-offchain applications [11, 53, 54].

### 7.3 Authenticated Off-Chain Protocols

Utilizing off-chain nodes in blockchain has been an area of active work [10, 24, 31, 40, 42]. One challenge that faces utilizing off-chain nodes is that they might be untrusted. This led to a plethora of work in the area of authenticated off-chain protocols [26], where the data and operation that is performed off-chain are augmented with an authenticating strategy. Specifically, this allows off-chain nodes to provide a proof about the authenticity of their data. This includes the use of authenticated and verifiable data structures—such as Merkle Trees [39]—in off-chain nodes [53, 56, 62, 63]. These solutions are orthogonal to WedgeBlock and we envision future directions of augmenting these authenticated data structures into the lazy-minimum trust framework of WedgeBlock.

Blockchain layer-2 scaling solutions include rollups [38, 48] that extend the utilization of authenticated and verifiable data structures in blockchain. One type of rollups is called zero-knowledge rollups (zk-rollups) [14] that utilizes zero-knowledge proofs [22] to enable verifying off-chain computation. However, this entails generating proofs in a complex computation process that makes generating such proofs a lengthy task.

More related to WedgeBlock are optimistic rollups that rely on the concept of fraud proofs. Optimistic rollups is used as a layer-2 scaling solution of the blockchain itself where blockchain transactions are grouped and committed together while providing a fraud proving mechanism to detect erroneous groupings. Users have a pre-determined time period to challenge the outcome of a rollup computation—and if the off-chain node did not perform the correct grouping computation, then users can provide fraud proofs to the blockchain to retract the impact of the rollup. Optimistic rollup, however, targets general smart contract and cryptocurrency processing. This generality leads to higher overheads and undesirable characteristics such as: (1) rollup transactions are not considered committed (ready) until a challenge period is over to allow users to provide fraud proofs if necessary. This period is suggested to be up to days, which imposes a significant overhead. (2) rollup transactions still need to be written on-chain since the computations they perform are arbitrary and having them on-chain is essential for the fraud proving mechanism. WedgeBlock, on the other hand, due to its domain-specific target of data logging, does not suffer from these two challenges; WedgeBlock operations are finalized once stage 2 commitment is done (which is much faster than the challenge period), and raw data does not need to be written on-chain for the penalty mechanism (which makes WedgeBlock much more cost efficient.).

### 7.4 Monitoring-Based (Lazy) Trust

Prior work in distributed systems explored the concept of monitoring to detect malicious behavior in the context of Byzantine fault-tolerant systems [28, 37, 43]. In these works, the guarantee of detecting malicious acts—with harsh enough punishments—is used as a deterrent to malicious nodes. These works are specific to distributed environments such as edge-cloud systems [43] and distributed consensus [28, 37] which makes them unapplicable to the decentralized blockchain environment we consider. Our work extends these works by making the concept of monitoring-based trust (lazy trust) applicable to decentralized blockchain environments in two ways: (1) it augments the concept of lazy trust with blockchain, where the blockchain smart contract acts as the trusted entity. This entails tackling challenges in performing lazy trust with smart contracts as well as leverage opportunities of monetary punishments through escrow funds. (2) it considers the issue of minimum trust that is essential for the efficient utilization of blockchain as a trusted entity. Without minimizing the amount of data to be sent to the blockchain smart contract, the cost of lazy trust would still be prohibitive.

### 8 CONCLUSION

We have presented WedgeBlock: a blockchain-enabled secure logging system. WedgeBlock creates a platform for users to store and retrieve data from untrusted servers. It guarantees that that data corruption can be easily identified and malicious servers punished. WedgeBlock also ensures that blockchain usage is cheap and affordable by storing minimal amount of metadata on the blockchain and minimizing the number of blockchain transactions while continuing to provide secure logging services. WedgeBlock is intended to become a secure logging component that can be easily adopted by applications. Through our evaluations we show that WedgeBlock provides high performance logging service for storage, retrieval and verification of data.
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